To: David Vertat Barak  
Business Director  
Cs – soft

Re: ALS System at Eilat Airport, Israel

We hereby confirm, that the ALS System, which has been delivered at Eilat Airport, developed and maintained by CS SOFT a.s.,

has been successfully put into operation and is in use as a part of Air Traffic Control System since then.

System ALS EWAM functionally covers Air Traffic Management System at the Eilat airport with server part and other working

positions at Ben Gurion airport.

The system ALS is developed by CS SOFT to support following services:

• Electronic flight stips system interface
• Flight Data Processing (FDP)
• Safety Nets
• Recording and Playback
• Aeronautical Data Information Processing
• Centre configuration (Dataset Editor including Mapper and Prophet Safety Nets Configuration modules)
• Controller Working Station (CWS)
• Technical Monitoring and Diagnostics

Your Sincerely;

Yair Gannot  
Director – Aviation Safety Div.  
IAA